**Latino Voices will be there**

8 messages

Jim Troupis <jrtroupis@troupislawoffice.com>  
To: tottman <tottman@gmail.com>, adamfoltz@gmail.com  
Cc: "McLeod, Eric M (22257)" <EM Mcleod@michaelbest.com>, rptaffora@michaelbest.com

Tad & Adam,

You can let the chair know that Manny Perez and others from the Latino community will be there to testify for a 60-54 map. You will need to have a large map showing that district—you should prepare that and bring it with. You should still, I think talk about the three alternatives. That way it looks like what it is—and effective negotiation of something the community wants.

Congratulations!

Manny is talking right now to MALDEF to coordinate their testimony.

Jim
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Tad and Adam,

JoCasta says she can build an influence Senate district. Don't we already have it? What is max possible versus our maps.

Jim

Sent from my iPhone

[Quoted text hidden]
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tottman <tottman@gmail.com>  
To: Jim Troupis <jrtroupis@troupislawoffice.com>  
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The proposed Senate District is 40.8% HVAP. There was no configuration we could come up with that raised that by more than about 1 percent.
Taffora, Raymond P (22244) <rptafrica@michaelbest.com>  
Wed, Jul 13, 2011 at 12:44 PM

Let's get this to Zip.

From: totman [mailto:tottman@gmail.com]  
Sent: Wednesday, July 13, 2011 12:33 PM  
To: Jim Troupis <jrtroupis@troupislawoffice.com>  
Cc: adamfoltz@gmail.com <adamfoltz@gmail.com>; McLeod, Eric M (22257); Taffora, Raymond P (22244)  
Subject: Re: Latino Voices will be there
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Jim Troupis <jrtroupis@troupislawoffice.com>  
Sent from my iPhone

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=726f5a4dcc&view=pt&q=MALDEF&q...
I took another crack at drawing the Hispanic Senate seat. By using MALDEF's AD 8 and 9 and wildly gerrymandering the 7th Assembly District, I can move the HVAP in the Senate seat from 40.8 to about 42.6.

On Wed, Jul 13, 2011 at 1:08 PM, tottman<tottman@gmail.com> wrote:
Our map is 47.5% Hispanic total population for the senate seat.